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Email to Bill Beamer
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
11:33 PM (46 minutes ago)
to Bill
i too have been out of it
i don't think i've gotten a solid night's sleep in two months
work has been a bitch
the house is crowded and noisy
i've been very irritable, exhausted, etc
i'm contorting my schedule so as to find a little time to read and write
i don't know anything about the festival, beyond olchar's email
if you've talked to brian you are more involved than i am
i haven't been in touch with anyone

10.21.2013
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Neo-liberalism has entered a new phase. If Washington DC is its theatre, Detroit is its
laboratory. In Motown, the former capital of modernity, new ways of transferring wealth from the
poorest to the richest via the decayed apparatus of the state are being enacted daily. --Nicholas
Mirzoeff

Here’s the basic issues of what I call the (Un)constitutional Law of Emergency Management.
In constitutional law at its most basic and fundamental, there are 3 basic principles:

1. There will be rules;
2. Government will follow the rules; and
3. If government breaks the rules, there will be a remedy.

The point of Emergency Management is to get rid of all that.  Under Emergency Management:
1. There are no rules, only the unconstrained will and discretion of the state;
2. The government doesn’t follow any rules, not even the Emergency Management

statute itself; and
3. There are no remedies for any government abuse of people forced to live under

Emergency Management. --Thomas Stephens

Detroit is the epicenter of the African American economic and political crisis, an 85 percent
Black metropolis whose citizens have been stripped of their fundamental democratic rights so
that their public assets and private pensions can be confiscated by the finance capitalist class.
Wall Street now runs the city outright, through an emergency financial manager. A similar
regime prevails in all of Michigan’s largely Black cities, resulting in the disenfranchisement of



more than half the state’s Black population. What is emerging in the second decade of the 21st
century is a new version of American Apartheid, in which the inhabitants of largely Black urban
centers are denied a meaningful vote or the legal capacity to safeguard their collective and
individual property from the grasping hands of the rich. In the language of declining capitalism,
this is called austerity, but in America it takes the form of a racialized order in which
concentrated populations of Blacks have no rights that the bankers are bound to respect. While
the party-goers clink their glasses at the Black Caucus gala in Washington, a great political and
economic implosion is unfolding in urban America, with Detroit as ground zero. --Glen Ford
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ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY ONE

champion scorch accord: "spatula flag farm"
bronco lessening chard: "walrus context whistles"
person feather crosswalk: "crosswalk choice tickles"
church choice jism: "former most the"
prism prison tickles: "campus in lecturers"
trickling stalls heaving: "year the school"
elk peaked terrible: "proliferation disillusionment mill"
corn flab socket: "were afford curricula"
hooker season peach: "return at community"
loving normal kittens: "spatula walrus crosswalk"
kite spoon spondee: "church prison heaving"
lick hazard cinches: "elk flab peach."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY TWO

fudge trinket hopscotch: "hopscotch fire ink"
botched fire lagoon: "prior farm lesion"
ink spatula clock: "suggests walrus concepts"
flag prior breaths: "whistles coughing hamburger"
killjoy consumer farm: "become furniture founder"
music lesion status: "afternoon this venue"
suggests seals concepts: "building open boasts"
triplane walrus flake: "at such capital"
context keepers concepts: "as of have"



beer whistles pubic: "have support outside"
coughing larch suggestive: "important professional but"
bullseye hamburger scan: "regardless to earlier."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY THREE

sensory hoopla dragnet: "sense because books"
storytime pee devotional: "books because criminology"
voyager ethics swarm: "criminology because poetics"
criminology portal mother: "poetics because zipper"
policy knife clinic: "zipper unheard skipped"
zipper lemon whirlpool: "lexicon monster waterfall"
bough unheard countdown: "minaret mesmerizing dells"
transit anvil skipped: "has might traveling"
lexicon daytime teem: "poet however poet"
plastic monster leak: "reading flaws ingratiate"
chicken nose waterfall: "sense criminology zipper"
derby skunk knuckles: "dragnet swarm clinic."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY FOUR

minaret female documentary: "dawn conceit particular"
reporter mesmerizing captures: "discourse law peruse"
crimes dramatizes dells: "procedure every pursue"
humanity something killer: "months distills notebooks"
aftermath characters evidence: "for the little"
goof circumstances gift: "goof hoof courtyard"
hoof imagining hynotic: "turmoil law locations"
courtyard because expulsion: "insists arrests memory"
population accident lingers: "dawn discourse procedure"
agreement taller violence: "kentucky aesthetic conviction"
revolution bye testimony: "during lyric persuade"
wished national triggered: "widely between indiana."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY FIVE

turmoil fathers detectives: "the known recall"
law opening triangular: "grapes cheese missive"
locations paws racing: "when radio hunter"
insists adaptation joshing: "romantic sporadic from"
drinking arrests feebleminded: "foam when no"
darling rocket memory: "wanted fact notes"
people thankfully asking: "frequent and another"
righteousness directed magnificance: "circuits resulting innovative"
yep pallbearer trapping: "weathered devotional plump"
involved develops missive: "what nothing and"
daughters cheese sorry: "tenuously predictable postures"
grapes ace motley: "grates face mostly."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY SIX

savages romantic sprawling: "epiphanies social politics"
engagements budding sporadic: "chicken furniture fallout"
smartly from reversal: "poems american gumdrop"
blast plent beast: "history about premise"
hawk eagle performing: "delving several subculture"
plenty poetry backdrop: "obsession fire stainless"
powerful incorporated fronting: "dirge clod trilogy"
vibe hid weathered: "epiphanies furniture gumdrop"
emotional devotional promotional: "pink literature quickly"
herring private plump: "sprawling sporadic reversal"
shutdown statesman cancer: "one common identity"
spam mastiffs melons: "project perverse moment."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY SEVEN



ass payment fracture: "rocket strategy epic"
fiction licking chicken: "lotion beef shoes"
furniture friction libido: "familiar planet soundscapes"
tumbledown fallout either: "sensitive forbidden scar"
lots sisters poems: "tomorrow radio transgression"
american bedwetter newsletter: "narrative detroit ticket"
gumdrop rancor clown: "week taste long"
lotion shame gelid: "situation nonsense nature"
dirge surprise crown: "authoritarian message obsolete"
seems clod roster: "the expected were"
poker sheep trilogy: "shutdown as fact"
fish at starts: "officially the only."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY EIGHT

dumb painted rocket: "furniture tumbledown lots"
tongue strategy snot: "american gumdrop lotion"
epic harpoon talus: "dirge seems poker"
scream lotion patters: "fish at sheep"
bundles books beef: "tube clanking scope"
shoes hatchet blurb: "doghouse oozes banned"
banned boobs boos: "clod sunrise sham"
booze oozes meridians: "epic shoes soundscapes"
helicopter doghouse handshake: "handshake shoes sunrise"
scope torture oddfellow: "banned clanking fish"
meow clanking whale: "detroit radio either"
tube ratchet heckles: "obsolete message authoritarian."
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ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FORTY NINE

black leaking astronomy: "it the groups"
heavens hair rollicking: "air years the"
lollipop gentian karma: "suspected and being"
bleak navajo squatting: "and and Honduras"
tuna fortune newspaper: "in global submarines"
hairbrush punch loving: "spy phone obscure"
shove tractor derivation: "people Tripoli and"
beak altitude wordsmith: "combined conceivable in"
personal hemline spit: "power forces wonder"
splitting universes teat: "phrases ever situation"
queen lozenge spoons: "lesser past discussion"
bricks such laughing: "projectable whole seas."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY

presiding scholars century: "heavens lillipop squatting"
jam pimping disturbing: "tuna hairbrush spoons"
citizenships ambassadors provincialism: "it at it"
sex communist unbecoming: "in on it"
nationhood feminism testimony: "of it at"
politics archival embodied: "suspected and being"



abandoning asymmetries resonance: "keywords renaissance discourse"
sentimental negro modernism: "ocean its weapons"
omniscient correspondences untranslatable: "market its nuclear"
dispossession comedy enigma: "read the insurgents"
indignant disorder enterprise: "vessels in nations"
copyright chickens playwright: "nothing swept finest."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY ONE

keywords biography roundtable: "semiosis quarterly stomach"
genres renaissance placement: "lair fair flair"
commons international discourse: "suspected cultures stomach"
reinvigorates speculative crisis: "being scribes corpse"
engagement division memento: "regard for size"
recent imagined vulnerability: "would be capable"
corporatized surrender unconscious: "for its many"
pernicious differentially survivalism: "in terms of"
portrayal disability multilingual: "with far lesser"
chemistry directions reassesses: "in power forces"
consulting settlement arranged: "wonder phrases ever"
skepticism tenure photographic: "situation lesser past."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY TWO

semiosis kitten waking: "discussion power kick"
dreaming encompasses bibliographic: "no foreign has"
cross dissertation cognition: "system young chef"
quarterly space lyric: "adult while undermining"
drama by paperback: "suspected and being"
compilations cultures egghead: "country shadow defense"
stomach empire scribes: "although ballyhooed union"
renegade corpse ribald: "it despite lesson"
lair libel swan: "it vacuum cleaner"
handbooks monkey dictionaries: "start destabilize has"
usage neuroscience typology: "nothing swept planet"



apparation exhilerating dissection: "far vast decline."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY THREE

carcinogen could president: "scored goat budget"
really for everyone: "roads goat authority"
system asked colleagues: "colorado shoe tornado"
speaker for young: "what fact lasting"
compromise a month: "back looted gates"
dollars adult chief: "flames open country"
while shutdown denying: "description today staggering"
but to negotiate: "seems now power"
working with increase: "possibly punched spread"
undermining for this: "hole turn nonexistent"
not try administration: "drifting in that"
advance this exchanges: "whether where ground."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY FOUR

scored of allowing: "curve the borderlands"
roads go along: "suspected and being"
mandatory budget authority: "goat tornados yield"
budget scorekeeping standpoint: "spine most derives"
however discretionary appropriations: "it at on"
will see tornados: "do nor to"
bill to help: "to nor do"
colorado to rebuild: "rebuild to shine"
shoe to shine: "grew as grew"
and neighbors still: "wherever effect almost"
pleased to yield: "devolving over scientific"
reconsider was laid: "thumbnail camp shakier."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE

the curve while: "hocks lateral next"
much as possible: "on the ground"
into the curves: "in the air"
as possible leads: "in the ground"
curves which derives: "on the air"
the spine by: "curved dervish derives"
sections of most: "his moment was"
speed without having: "looted incapable libya"
into the curves: "recently daylight toppling"
as possible leads: "afterward the wonders"
the curve while: "might have been"
much as derives: "if regions clear."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY SIX

hocks bE changed: "indicated achieving considered"
hundre Ds flexibility: "suspected and being"
littled rep sTraighten: "photo booth shoes"
lateral easiest STifle: "photo both snows"
bankiNG weight upOn: "photo boat shows"
easieST BONe strucTUre: "booth boat shoes"
next day ZeroeS: "stride carrot flying"
theres THE Curves: "tide cannot frying"
Spine Art FlexinG: "snide carrot trying"
smArt straighTen rep: "money of beans"
as HAwks Many: "example of display"
at SPeed Involves: "soon ensconced muscle."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY SEVEN

that the photo: "for government there"
they are both: "one expense considered"



this comparison shows: "without support how"
a stride longer: "trauma stardust enough"
usually cannot carry: "money of beans"
getting quite a: "trauma licking chronicles"
verge of flying: "trauma torque marbles"
bests the technique: "trauma sponge larch"
achieving great speed: "trauma along conduit"
the strikedown of: "trauma capillary trauma"
to do this: "long afghanistan agreement"
and a half: "other frustrated tooth."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY EIGHT

dandy trauma clinging: "talks turned stumbled"
reindeer stardust corporation: "flew sense weather"
lust enough shingles: "few sense whether"
porch licking establishment: "is relatively the"
scab chronicles checkers: "once weaponry image"
labia torque relegate: "european century periods"
relinquish marbles pickles: "money of beans"
whinny sponge browbeat: "strength on earth"
piston larch excellence: "coven if carrying"
clicking along semaphore: "imagine the witch"
treacle conduit cloudburst: "students sweeping cookies"
phone capillary original: "very same demands."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED FIFTY NINE

sometimes ouch strategies: "what planet overcome"
graduate containing beginning: "poetry pock hark"
slow just juts: "pock hark puck"
mathematics says cookies: "hark puck pock"
skills sweeping writing: "movements such analogy"
students essays scores: "suspected and being"
moderation response moderately: "immunity clear years"



laughing academic sperm: "grew as grew"
analysis beginning reallocating: "history instrument itself"
coughed assessment effectively: "planet take washington"
classroom shortfalls queens: "when vietnam key"
is it make: "defeat some disappeared."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY

jumps imagines money: "expects incorrect value"
sweeping containing succeeding: "exports correct valve"
emphasis chairs communications: "malign the doghouse"
poetry seems outrageous: "in exhausted continent"
damaging breezy allotment: "but enough unbroken"
ussues bathrooms roundtables: "advocate vocational avocado"
clockwork difference cogs: "equivalent future and"
pock symbol pork: "grew as grew"
comment publishes manuscripts: "pork salad puck"
hark lemming copies: "now the message"
consideration whelk blogspot: "simply ragged no"
damages fruits eyeballs: "antibiotics against history."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY ONE

expects ensure everyone: "actors acorns tractors"
difficult gatekeeper curricula: "might also be"
experimenter grammar question: "stable code cod"
incorrect traditional middle: "sable code clod"
treatment prior remediation: "sable coat clot"
defined replacing presented: "able oat lot"
value scholars because: "because avocado concepts"
advocate concepts underlying: "phrase phase mists"
assumptions repair pussy: "money of beans"



teaching jab economic: "boots are foreseeable"
justification grease unanswered: "a state religion"
apt fondling regression: "changing correctly predictable."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY TWO

actors period antigovernment: "new are canada"
stable potential compromise: "history of customers"
groups represents interactions: "part time location"
coded in given: "fiction religion sentence"
dependent eigenvalue introduce: "also anyone always"
outline conjecture simulation: "wore nice suits"
compute dimension behavior: "power forces wonder"
patterns observed military: "roads goat authority"
heightened specifically propensity: "worms angel bread"
matrices random cooperative: "medieval knights snails"
event identification space: "doorstep shoes chicken"
another in information: "linear relationship cohorts."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY THREE

axis literature predict: "once decision the"
rub provide theoretical: "suspected and being"
results indicators assumption: "yet for proposal"
aggregate member latent: "are suits for"
account lowest stronger: "fractious education temperament"
linear bulges regimes: "antibiotics against history"
democratic between overt: "secret least team"
relationship repression underdeveloped: "at it on"
eliminating marginally conditional: "in it at"
cohorts is delayed: "orange pork necklace"
addition dummies statistically: "linear lowest latent"
addiction scumbles threshold: "personality test data."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY FOUR

wor etw emb: "bEEN oFFENDED aNYONE"
lin heth ded: "more and urgent"
onth ibed dat: "transparently the contemporary"
nval rojec utli: "students sweeping cookies"
nectedn oncep ide: "hundred both about"
erage ope ocia: "carolina with necessary"
ork onthl ernme: "provincial the comment"
uctu tion ject: "moments they people"
gg ver emeb: "money of beans"
flic ess overnme: "own poetry the"
oope rriv nnect: "brooklyn lethal emperor"
eps imaril ional: "vanguard too similarly."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY FIVE

violence this matching: "uncreative office idyll"
dropped of notably: "which was written"
resolutions in robustness: "a kind of"
opposite uncover easy: "pot shot at"
otherwise corresponds peacekeeping: "pot hot at"
associated personnel victimization: "spot hot at"
troops tropes statistically: "students sweeping cookies"
suffering that commit: "why didactic magick"
predatory if biased: "without owning the"
implications was serving: "owning the orchestra"
be an intervene: "community self awareness"
likelihood should investigate: "unique first week."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY SIX

circumstances codes largely: "attempt appears comfortable"



independent words control: "a rich conception"
whether revision judicial: "someone how much"
autopsy public examiner: "can do it"
contrast clerk individual: "antibiotics against history"
exercised appeals therefore: "suspected and being"
functions power correction: "twenty claims matter"
schedule generally sovereign: "cultivation of everything"
oath putty requirement: "poet people at"
failure described constitution: "spacious vice dark"
probation establish provides: "claim hundreds operate"
conduct assaults concurrently: "remained missing effect."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY SEVEN

spacious sophisticated timeless: "all disseminated potential"
most influential vice: "specify particular reference"
the dark controller: "insidious with alluded"
publicly claim victory: "footprints exploited anthropologists"
hundreds of interviews: "introduction to intention"
way to operate: "disclaimer mentors nobody"
thought often remained: "university lists effect"
missing a beat: "circumscribed contained national"
such lasting effect: "power forces wonder"
the inner circle: "antibiotics against history"
check with management: "phenomenon casts survival"
generally associated with: "care if courtesy."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY EIGHT

footprints moderate commented: "shards balloon left"
strongest fossilized assume: "plastic face experience"
exploited says localized: "hard time finding"
running populations mounds: "unclear pantheon department"
just jury societies: "more the inside"
attacked civilization concentrated: "other networks teaching"
referred inescapable cultivation: "crawling the whole"
community inevitable burial: "suspected and being"
anthropologist prevents commando: "who are who"



system common highest: "hypothetical in itself"
unusually occupations absorbing: "via a lack"
ditches to lush: "immersed charcoal cycle."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY NINE

shards and tossed: "toast charcoal absorbing"
cartoons close friend: "zeal suspected fighting"
of plastic balloon: "if you want"
beginning to end: "engaging with hours"
audience to play: "writing proposes writers"
left no doubt: "reader no cards"
an enormous plastic: "money of beans"
the last face: "reader no cards"
spectator to experience: "trying to grace"
ringing a bell: "reader no cards"
was physically immersed: "inevitably thinking opposites"
doorway the innocents: "reader no cards."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY

charcoal crops transmission: "charcoal trick rogue"
cycle activate engulfed: "grew as grew"
tuberculosis questions combination: "knit at hat"
chemotherapy commit recent: "knot it hot"
discovery compounds consequence: "induce camels not"
unprecedented additive epidemic: "must be  thinking"
trick unguent zeal: "suspected and being"
promoting fighting foundation: "foundation mainly bacteria"
interfere poorer abandoned: "abandoned elusive countries"
candidates increases sensitive: "sensitive charcoal cycle"
resistance includes death: "resistance includes stimulating"
rogue upcoming comprehensively: "this is why."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE

stimulating cannot induce: "reduce goose juice"
tean inserted camels: "ever get famous"
hopes spray elusive: "dont ever get"
approval will countries: "lower east side"
mainly shown translate: "the the school"
bacteria efficacy priming: "among young tend"
enhances director from: "techniques the roughly"
infrastructure predominantly reconsidering: "grew as grew"
are looking not: "spoken there towards"
infection university interacts: "proliferation black mountain"
to the airways: "analysis of today"
in mouse study: "gleaned from polarities."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO

starting on dark: "suspect that some"
end to oceans: "suspected and being"
flux waters being: "because poetry angel"
deep visit links: "window around hair"
facts that global: "resort practical various"
upper matter as: "essay to essay"
at disks journal: "atmosphere of ever"
poor efforts icy: "intentions of collaboration"
bounds and sly: "talks turned stumbled"
by remarks off: "particular church the"
climb ink axes: "cat at gnat"
per model purr: "the early small."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE



crumpled paper dimensions: "form opened power"
variable many made: "power opened beans"
commotion coming from: "each otherwise understanding"
had just closed: "tempted to begin"
out of inexpensive: "talking about deliberate"
the radical exploration: "exploration of these"
these last three: "money of beans"
gummed and perforated: "antibiotics against history"
the four corners: "mimeographed journal circulation"
motorized kinetic construction: "knot knit net"
happy people fishes: "engagement however maintains"
two art forms: "conflict another strategy."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR

the concert created: "power much music"
incident is a: "forces work by"
classic music closely: "wonder evening television"
space and time: "less first concepts"
when it was: "power forces wonder"
to get much: "not reviewer was"
be from art: "evident graphic philosophic"
described as music: "attitudes a transformed"
another would work: "works were performed"
were performed by: "exercises now end"
opened the evening: "atmosphere writing mythology"
form on television: "transgression recurring between."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE

not critics agreed: "thunder in soap"
their reviewer later: "theme twist storm"
his work was: "other frustrated tooth"
evident technical ability: "orange trapeze awake"
minature graphic items: "body mind stray"



mechanical and philosophic: "also anyone always"
attitudes of complacency: "insight whole activity"
offering a hint: "suspected and being"
inquiry that transformed: "left me hungry"
exercises in chance: "throughout set continued"
is now having: "contrasts their imbued"
could well end: "linear relationship cohorts."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX

thunder strikes paper: "linear relationship cohorts"
in the theme: "roads goat authority"
twist and turn: "engineered substance brand"
forced the audience: "destroy or inhibit"
with soapy water: "information concerned pasts"
and the way: "where is china"
not only by: "power forces wonder"
after chatting idly: "ball peen jefferson"
making orange juice: "texas is big"
trapeze inches above: "since the company"
describes the dramatic: "dance energy energy"
in the wake: "has been controversial."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN

crutches bored joint: "curved power resort"
really courtesy studio: "writing proposes writers"
sand evening opens: "dervish forces practical"
happening toward near: "derives wonder various"
hanging well dance: "suspected and being"
sometimes energy undoubtedly: "pesticides and bovine"
spaces were energy: "today the artificial"
living and was: "always experience was"
sometimes toward music: "ever get famous"



a strong orientation: "kansas says room"
few gun uptown: "when consciousness changed"
locates wearing a: "conceptually years kinds."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT

transcript affects oppressed: "observer even access"
literary capitalized chronicle: "salvage undergoing ever"
intercom number youngster: "curved dervish derives"
specialists colleges plusses: "different room can"
annotated classrooms pilots: "disintegrated move aware"
worms opportunities models: "power forces wonder"
cognitively scripted potential: "rug not ancient"
committee children evidence: "way about describe"
responses society reference: "resort practical various"
assumptions tact everlasting: "sort freight totes"
discussion distracted inkling: "pallet jack foot"
foundation implications snot: "dream that society."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE

sponsor in responses: "experts rebuilding motions"
observer trials applications: "awake response body"
randomized even though: "unknown the catch"
access excluding exploratory: "the thought where"
publication have demanded: "power forces wonder"
salvage editors unintended: "antibiotics against history"
threatening undergoing governing: "vocal rolling tenderness"
than ever before: "always someone clear"
summary adopted authors: "berlin london oakland"
to expanded expected: "incitement to relation"
completeness diaper voluntary: "recent might recent"
the hope that: "as marx problem."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY

experts rebuilding supervisors: "laboring subjugation us"
and start rebuilding: "unclear pantheon department"
supervisors causes of: "transformed said put"
through the motions: "over at statements"
the first step: "today the artificial"
that way any: "suspected and being"
showing up rebuilding: "the week equality"
an unengaged workforce: "as long as"
is taking inventory: "abandoned because other"
supervisors can do: "power forces wonder"
business experts agree: "more compelling phase"
factors are conditions: "gleaned from polarities."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY ONE

crazy from balloon: "one difference fortunate"
grade bigger cofounder: "contrasts their imbued"
brain first decade: "suspected and being"
trade sopisticated heaven: "haven evidence profusion"
research port virtually: "virtually romantic psychology"
manipulate with project: "new are canada"
intellectually and watch: "tempted to begin"
amazing what resonates: "resonates campaign pleasurable"
parameters what could: "power forces wonder"
something that appeals: "climate audience handout"
but what happens: "found football windows"
is poorly understood: "one contrasts suspected."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY TWO



evidence vicariousness profession: "is standing prefer"
profusion deputy housework: "ever get famous"
romantic please weighed: "this has then"
psychology publishes reverse: "writing proposes writers"
campaign suggesting override: "destroy or inhibit"
pleasurable due confederate: "banana or because"
found that did: "even gore second"
football civic grin: "suspected and being"
windows defenseless whether: "tone narrator fire"
writing pomp characterized: "choices line unto"
narrowly creed commonwealth: "meanings happy with"
superiority pledges lawsuits: "immersed charcoal cycle."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY THREE

lesbian to examine: "formerly might may"
choices people who: "december two completed"
meanings line for: "handful discursive wait"
asides happy unto: "itself unruly family"
ended as with: "contrasts their imbued"
priests new porn: "antibiotics against history"
admire and thinking: "students sweeping cookies"
made dirty jokes: "today the artificial"
before coming out: "itself unruly family"
have to examine: "ejected from school"
have to question: "fringes of bohemia"
of sexual ethics: "formerly a truly."

ACT SEVENT THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR

formerly a truly: "about countries says"
might appear patronizing: "also kitten are"
may be time: "that book spit"
a year before: "as or percent"
makes a lot: "lot ready to"



ready to make: "glyphs glitch random"
make the leap: "suspected and being"
all these things: "handwritten chaos fields"
people who need: "history secrets talk"
consider when representing: "peace would structure"
can all do: "public between economies"
an uphill road: "images fashion thieves."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY FIVE

controlled about recourse: "inclusive appears progress"
eraser countries referendum: "encrypted against masks"
liberal says threatened: "suspected tempted talks"
nationwide also secession: "other frustrated tooth"
school kitten talkative: "tempted to begin"
memoir are daughters: "being begin stumbled"
brutality that sell: "resort practical various"
amen book sneeze: "sneeze attention spit"
attention spit hydrant: "hydrant malign as"
malign as beheaded: "progress masks talks"
drones or deductibles: "zeal suspected fighting"
sick percent overhaul: "tooth begin stumbled."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY SIX

gestating streamlined be: "bird hedge pregnant"
formed with countdown: "frenetic fighting substance"
crisis a polarized: "universe worrying spacecraft"
believe redress disenfranchised: "coalesced fathom fast"
broke option flag: "weapons tell path"
moos movements mints: "suspected and being"
mitten asks coordinates: "already accounting russia"
brawl hacker deflation: "tempted to begin"
merchants mermaids rack: "transactions violators israel"



inertia pork announcement: "government buys mode"
chips lucrative clinging: "talks turned stumbled"
stealing why dropping: "syria change wind."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN

gelatin bird matter: "chinese christmas factories"
smoker others hedge: "conduct chain wages"
faint pregnant identifying: "fiction religion sentence"
frenetic resources whose: "synonymous cheat workers"
amounts fighting creates: "toys abusive china"
mothers to substance: "curved dervish derives"
universe breeding syndrome: "not only workers"
brain worrying telescope: "no toy manufacturer"
interact meaning spacecraft: "pesticides and bovine"
coalesced frustratingly overlaid: "code of conduct"
jail fathom says: "contrasts their imbued"
calculated how fast: "routinely safety ventilated."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY EIGHT

muscles over again: "possibilities political typewriter"
nutty flute similarly: "trajectory printing press"
thread greater magic: "suspected and being"
exactly life thicker: "curved power resort"
freed depending certain: "power forces wonder"
bodies by gambling: "entanglement calendar collective"
sequences if domesticates: "ventilated contrasts coalesced"
speculatively triggered purposefully: "ever get famous"
to say that: "destroy or inhibit"
iceberg rondo shuffling: "coat haunting biographies"
in necessarily particularly: "gulch zoom glitch"
electromagnetism are doing: "carpet hanging meat."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY NINE

grit compromise bra: "muscles flute thread"
mastiff water hoop: "other frustrated tooth"
woman pewter clog: "life depending gambling"
asshole ire staunch: "elevator bathers home"
in whistleblower at: "toast charcoal absorbing"
crack circle graven: "window escape employee"
nostril cycle tablet: "cheating nearest supermarket"
hope llama wheels: "wheels feel sermon"
feel composes ilk: "ilk face seasonal"
face sermon rises: "hammer books supported"
hip seasonal trills: "contexts surprising century"
hammer rat most: "suspected and being."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY

elevator books panorama: "astronaut oxygen training"
supported by bathers: "chamber finance confusion"
home underneath passable: "stability desirable gambling"
window wheeled chaise: "medieval knights snails"
manufactured escape paperback: "power forces wonder"
employee mural turkey: "current roadblock privacy"
cheating trial poster: "poster rooster pasta"
center nearest commit: "testimony feathers nightclub"
announces goes supermarket: "entrance adding outward"
testimony enemy socket: "bacteria bottles elephant"
keys feathers international: "bicycle schedules tattooed"
nightclub computer vomit: "transparency subjective fragments."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY ONE



fans will magnate: "since principle prerequisite"
entrance by battleship: "suspected and being"
foyer adding bacon: "today principle argument"
bacteria kiss outward: "repression principle human"
bottles buckles compared: "standard of living"
cigar elephant goodwill: "pesticides and bovine"
casket mustard awning: "repressive quantum certainty"
sticker pierced antiquarian: "reduction industrial militate"
bicycle an exclamation: "antibiotics against history"
asterisk schedules professional: "automobiles level fear"
classic pour tattooed: "internalized incessantly attractive"
anchor will invite: "possessions possess us."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY TWO

glowing taxes booth: "enough  both question"
potted framed tuna: "history of customers"
pocket hair winks: "dervish forces practical"
suits by rail: "suspected and being"
weekdays fork occurs: "since sound this"
testifies guns discovery: "resort practical various"
train enjoying fellatio: "floating the visible"
cast and crew: "statement the visible"
peace love townhouses: "booth tuna winks"
when townspeople replacement: "part time location"
almost that look: "shopping center evolves"
which rhymes with: "can freely stroll."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY THREE

turbilence the quation: "rhymes that when"
floating the adobe: "stroll evolves location"
others the sperm: "footprints exploited anthropologists"
visible the shot: "suspected and being"
lasers the prefabricated: "was totalitarian balanced"



statement the finished: "working experiments subject"
cottage the coats: "today the artificial"
dynamics the exhibited: "ever get famous"
top the artist: "contrasts their imbued"
beauty the understanding: "never fantasy perception"
it the that: "teachers crawling inhibit"
cobblestones the airplanes: "classes tempted destroy."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY FOUR

new teachers report: "flow out of"
all teachers report: "crawling the whole"
first day for: "drugs hope pistons"
all students half: "destroy or inhibit"
day of classes: "drugs cattle cough"
conference day half: "grew as grew"
day of classes: "tempted to begin"
new day for: "drugs noon rocket"
all students for: "drugs porcupine spittle"
half day of: "relationship with nature"
classes new day: "eucalyptus signature pavilion"
new teachers report: "drugs eel antics."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY FIVE

drugs lint catching: "endurance practical which"
people hope prisoners: "compulsive walk invites"
pistons orgasms popes: "toast charcoal absorbing"
hello cattle spreader: "readers even reminds"
complacent cough is: "astute aspirations conversation"
smile noon sundown: "explores seminal acerbic"
dawn frequency rocket: "texture weather growth"
lips porcupine horrors: "power forces wonder"
mother says respite: "ferocious epic fizzing"



clown sinks spittle: "tricycle of blog"
sank dud sashays: "porthole pumpkin shrink"
doctor eel remainder: "teeth sonic objects."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY SIX

seek paint antics: "explosive teeth noises"
panting rust topiary: "suspected and being"
tricycle asks why: "performance spectacles self"
whose referendum of: "fiction religion sentence"
please blog nothing: "derives wonder various"
scab regent absorbed: "nothing absorbed porthole"
hawk tomtom porthole: "seize stuttering signs"
pumpkin stave camber: "not heat night"
halo shrink toothsome: "provoked aspirations critical"
grandmother spark leastways: "essay to essay"
act eight thousand: "varying outpouring wheeled"
sinking dog cheeses: "obscure former wake."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED NINETY SEVEN

deer doing what: "antibiotics against history"
mice lesson fruit: "a fact of"
smooch slightly walruses: "of modern poetry"
goodbye application for: "both whole poets"
campus housing deadline: "compositional techniques of"
conference more likely: "partially accurate conclusions"
spit meat earn: "suspected and being"
wagging century banging: "a few implies"
thankgiving spoon dread: "time or space"
kangaroo splinters adjacent: "repetition management strategies"
squib neuron chalk: "found phrases and"
misses pleases pies: "escaping the laws."
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Tomislav Butkovic
11:52 AM (3 hours ago)
to me
"Since the length of the working day is itself one of the principal repressive factories imposed



upon the pleasure principle by the reality principle, the reduction of the working day to a point
where the mere quantum of labor time no longer arrests human development is the first
prerequisite for freedom. Such reduction by itself would almost certainly mean a considerable
decrease in the standard of living prevalent today in the most advanced industrial countries. But
the regression to a lower standard of living, which the collapse of the performance principle
would bring about, does not militate against the progress in freedom.

" The argument that makes liberation conditional upon an ever higher standard of living all too
easily serves to justify the perpetuation of repression. The definition of the standard of living in
terms of automobiles, television sets, airplanes, and tractors is that of the performance principle
itself. Beyond the rule of this principle, the level of living would be measured by other criteria:
the universal gratification of the basic human needs, and the freedom from guilt and
fear--internalized as well as external, instinctual as well as "rational.""

Marcuse
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
12:20 PM (2 hours ago)
to Tomislav
the phrase "standard of living" was repeated incessantly, ad nauseum, when i was a kid. it was
one of the main things we were rejecting, rebelling against. among the most attractive
characteristics of the counterculture were the refusal of productivity as a measure of one's worth
as a human being, and the idea that "our possessions possess us" (andre gide)

http://thomaslowetaylor.blogspot.com/2005/04/jim-leftwich-death-text-and-haute.html

Nico Vassilakis
11:19 AM (3 hours ago)
to me
Curious what this was response to?

http://jimleftwichtextimagepoem.blogspot.it/2013/09/marco-giovenale-shape-of-field.html?m=1

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
12:29 PM (2 hours ago)
to Nico
when marco sent it to me he didn't specify what he was responding to.  i assume you and marco
know each other. it just seems like a statement of his poetics, with a sense of being in
opposition to the general tendencies of the times.
Nico Vassilakis

http://thomaslowetaylor.blogspot.com/2005/04/jim-leftwich-death-text-and-haute.html
http://jimleftwichtextimagepoem.blogspot.it/2013/09/marco-giovenale-shape-of-field.html?m=1
mailto:jimleftwich@gmail.com


12:36 PM (2 hours ago)
to me
Ah, the general tendency of the times.

Polyartistic angst.
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
12:45 PM (2 hours ago)
to Nico
i think you and i have thrown our hats into the ring as well, on more than one occasion.
Nico Vassilakis
12:55 PM (2 hours ago)
to me
oh, yes

the great empty ring of "is this all there is" - where's the pushback? where's the conversation?
why this massive ego for the tiniest of tiny trophies? what's next?

what have you been working on?

im not doing all that much of late, been work hunting, trying to drum up a nyc last vispo event,
but my mojo is slight.

thought of giving an exhibit a shot, but again, my mojo is slight.

if it doesnt fall into my lap i dont try - how weak is that shit, eh. i feel ive done my share to last
me a little while longer.
then i'll be face to face with me once again.

n
_______________________________
Date: Wed, 23 Oct 2013 12:45:02 -0400
Subject: Re:
From: jimleftwich@gmail.com
To: shoehorns@msn.com
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
1:23 PM (1 hour ago)
to Nico
john crouse and i are still writing our Acts series. we're approaching 8 thousand of them. started
about 10 years ago.
john bennett and i have been doing a bunch of visual collabs.
i've been writing everyday, working on a series of books called Six Months Aint No Sentence..

i don't have much mojo left for the poetry wars, in any of their forms. i think i've done my share



too. these days i'm doing what i want to do simply because i want to do it, and i'm not spending
much time or energy looking for approval.

bob dylan -- I’m not sorry for nothin’ I’ve done
I’m glad I fought—I only wish we’d won
Nico Vassilakis
1:43 PM (1 hour ago)
to me
That's nice to have those ongoing collabs.

And, of course, doing your own work.

Right, and right to the point, the not wasting time involved in wasting time.

If I can get some of the shit together on my end, I was considering coming down to marginal
arts.

We'll see. Best to you.
Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>
1:59 PM (1 hour ago)
to Nico
we would love to have you here for the festival. get in touch with olchar and warren about doing
something with the high school students. a last vispo presentation would be prefect - with a
focus on your own work.
hope you can make it!

10.24.2013
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out that Savage occurred.
my anythird pointless wadd, slept thid.
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As long as predictab
consistently predict.

As long as predictab consistently
predict. pre•dict′a•ble, adj.
pre•dict`a•bil′i•ty, n.
pre•dict′a•bly, adv.
pre•dic′tive, adj.
pre•dic′tive•ly, adv.
pre•dic′tor, n.
syn: predict, prophesy, foresee, f
orecast mean to know or tell befor
ehand what will happen. To predict
is usu. to foretell with precision
of calculation, knowledge, or shre
wd inference from facts or experie
nce: Astronomers can predict an ec
lipse; it may, however, be used wi
thout the implication of knowledge
or expertise: I predict it will be
a successful party. To prophesy is
usu. to predict future events by t



he aid of divine or supernatural i
nspiration: Merlin prophesied that
two knights would meet in conflict
; this verb, too, may be used in a
less specific sense: I prophesy sh
e'll be back in the old job. fores
ee refers specific ally not to the
uttering of predictions but to the
mental act of seeing a head; there
is often a practical implication o
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Miles Davis: What I was playing on On The Corner had no label, although people thought it was
funk because they didn't know what else to call it. It was actually a combination of some of the
concepts of Paul Buckmaster, Sly Stone, James Brown and Stockhausen, some of the concepts
I had absorbed from Ornette's music, as well as my own. The music was  about spacing, about
free association of musical ideas to a core kind of rhythm and vamps of the bass line.
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